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the graph and its asymptote would clearly give the value of v. 
If, on the other hand, the graph in question shows no asymp
tote, tha t fact signifies that ix — 1. In that case the left member 
of (13) is to be plotted. Since v is now not equal to unity this 
graph will show an asymptote, the slope and intercept of which 
determine h and v. 
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1. Introduction. A series of involutorial Cremona transforma
tions of space were defined by Snyderf by means of a corre
spondence between the surfaces of a pencil of ruled surfaces and 
the points of a rational curve, called the director curve. The di
rector curve was a part of the basis of the pencil and two of the 
chief characteristics of the transformation were : one of the prin
cipal surfaces was a ruled surface R, all of whose generators were 
parasitic lines ; all the tangent planes of the surfaces of the homa
loidal web along a certain curve were fixed, being determined by 
the surface R. 

In this paper we shall define a series of transformations by 
means of a correspondence between the surfaces of a pencil of 
ruled cubic surfaces and the points of certain rational curves. 
The director curve is not part of the basis of the pencil ; one of 
the principal surfaces is a ruled surface R, all of whose genera
tors are parasitic lines; all the surfaces of the homaloidal web 
have fixed tangent planes along a certain curve, but none of the 
fixed planes are determined by R. 

2. Definition of the Transformation. Given a pencil of ruled 
cubic surfaces | F$ | whose basis curve consists of a double line d 

* Presented to the Society, September 13, 1935. 
t Virgil Snyder, On a series of involutorial Cremona transformations of space 

defined by a pencil of ruled surfaces•, Transactions of this Society, vol. 35 (1933), 
pp. 341-347. 
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and a rational space quintic curve 36 which has d for a quad-
risecant; also, given a rational space curve rm, of order m, which 
meets d and ô6 in m — 1 and m + 1 points, respectively; then a 
general surface Fz of the pencil meets rm in 3m — 1 fixed points 
and in just one general point 0 . Thus there is a (1, 1) corre
spondence between the surfaces of | JFS | and the points 0 of rm. 
We define FziO and 0 as associated surface and point. 

A point P(y) in space will determine a unique surface Fz of 
the pencil, hence a unique point 0(z) on rw. The line PO meets 
Fz in P , 0 , and one other point P ' (#) , which is defined as the im
age of P. Then on each line of the complex of lines meeting rm 

lies a pair of points P , P ' in involution. 
We shall discuss the case where m = 2 in detail, and then in

dicate results for m general. 

3. Equations of the Transformation. Let the equations of d and 
r2 be 

(1) d : %z = 0, XA = 0, 

(2) r2: #iff4 — #32 = 0 , #2 = 0. 

Then D = [r2, d] = (1, 0, 0, 0), and any point on r2 can be repre
sented by 

(3) 0(2) = OOi, z2, 23, 24) = (X2, 0, X/*, M2) • 

Let the pencil of surfaces | 7 3̂| : d
2ô& be 

(4) fiF(x) - XF'(*) = 0, 

(4) is the same as in (3). If F(0):0, then 

[a£xi + a2x2 + b{ Xz + (bi + ai — bi)xt]xz2 

+ [b\Xi + b2X2 + {bl + c/)#3 + Z>4#4]#3#4 

+ [<àffi + £2̂ 2 + c±xz]x£ , 

[a2'x2 + az'xz + a^'xt] Xz2 

+ [h'Xi + b2X2 + bz Xz + bix^XzX^ 

+ [c{ #i + ci x2 + (ci + bt)xz + ci #4]#42. 

Denote by A, B, C and A ', 5 ' , C' the coefficients (containing x\ 
and x2 only) of Xz2, Xzx^ x£ in P(#) and F'(x), respectively, 
(that is, A =aixi+a2x2); and by a, /3, 7 the determinants 

where X, jit in 

F(*) = 

(5) 
F'(x) = 
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\BC'\=BC'-B'C, \AC'\, \AB'\; 

and let 

/ z=A 'xg + B 'xzx4 + C V . 

Any point on the line joining P(y) to 0(z) has coordinates 

(6) Xi = pyi + azi, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). 

The value of p/a for Pf(x) is given by 

(7) fiF(py + az) - \Ff(py + <rz) = 0. 

Since P is on (4) and 0 is on rmj we find 

(8) pDiFfc y) - XF'(«, y)] + er[/xF(y, z) - XF'(y, *)] - 0, 

where F(y, z), F'(y, z) are the first polars of F(y)t Fr(y) with 
respect to (z), and F(z, y), F'(z, y) are the first polars of 
F(z), F'(z) with respect to (y), and X//A = F(y)/F'(y). Hence 

P ^ 1 6 

where 

Z16 = F'(y)F(y, s) - F(y)F'(:V, s), 

Ki1=F'(y)F(z,y)-F{y)F'{z,y). 

However Lu and Ku are factorable, and 

(10) Kn = R±KT, Lu = RiF'Lg, 

where F ' = -F'(y) and 

Rt = y*F - yjF', 2C7 = /zfrys2 + 2j8yay4 + <ry4
2) + F 7 ( y ) , 

(11) Z9 = ^ 6 + F 9 ( y ) , 

Z6 = (i47 + A'0)yt + (AP + A'a + By + B'fiyty* 

+ (Bfi + B'a + Cy + Cfiyiyi + (Cj8 + C'a)yt, 

and where Fi(y), F*{y) are terms containing y8, y A to higher de
gree than 4 and 5, respectively. On removing the factor R4} the 
involutorial transformation is therefore expressed by 

(12) I i 8 : Xi = yiF'U - #7**, (* = 1, 2, 3, 4). 

I t is evident from equations (12) that K>? = 0 is the surface 
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of invariant points, that Lg = 0 is the image of r2i and that P ' = 0 
is the image of D. 

4. Images of the Fundamental Elements. Through a general 
point 0 of r2 passes a generator g of F(0). If P is any point on 
g, since PO lies on F(0), then P ' is indeterminate, and the line g 
is parasitic. As 0 traces r2l the line g generates the surface P 4 = 0. 
Since all the generators of P 4 are parasitic lines, the surface 
should appear as a factor of the transformation, as we have seen 
from (10). 

Consider a general point P on d. I t remains invariant on 
every F(0) of the pencil, except when PO is a generator go on 
F(0), hence a generator of P4 . Thus the total image of d is P4 . 

Since D is a double point on P(Z)) = P ' , every point of F' is 
transformed into D, hence D~F'. 

The tangent plane of F(0) at 0 intersects F(0) in a generator 
go arid a conic c2 :0. Every point of c2 is transformed into 0, 
hence 0 ^ c 2 . As 0 traces r2, the c2 generates the surface L9 = 0. 
The point 0 is invariant in the direction of the tangent of c2f 

hence L9 and K7 are tangent along r2. 
On every generator of the rational cone with vertex P on 56 

and standing on r2 is one point P ' , the image of P . The locus of 
P ' is a curve c of order two increased by the number of times 
PO is tangent to F(0) at P . Given an arbitrary point 0 on r2, 
the tangent plane of F{0) at P cuts r2 in two points M. Given 
a point Mt there is a unique surface for which MP is a tangent 
at P , thus one point 0 . This (1, 2) correspondence on r2 has 
three coincidences, hence P~CslPz. However, through P passes 
one generator go of P(0) . Hence cB is composite and consists of 
go and a £4:P2. As P traces 65 the go generates P4 , and c4 gen
erates a surface A22 = 0. Since P 4 factors out of the transforma
tion, the total image of 55 is A22. The equations of A22 are found 
by finding the image of F(x). We see that 

F(x) : d*D2h ~ FR*2F'2A22, 

where 

(13) A22 = M4Z6(/3
2 - ay) + F22(y), 

and ^22(30 contains ;y3, y'4 to degree higher than eleven. The point 
P is invariant in the directions of the two tangents of c4:P2 , 
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hence two sheets of A22 are tangent to the two sheets of K7 

along S5. 

5. Contact Along d. The two tangent planes of F' = 0 a t any 
point on d are identical with those of /z = 0. I t is evident from 
equations (11), (12), and (13) that each tangent plane of fx 
(hence of F') is the tangent plane of one sheet of Ki = 0, one 
sheet of L9 = 0, two sheets of a general homaloid Si3 = 0, and 
four sheets of A22 = 0 at every point on d. Also the remaining 
three sheets of L9, Su, and A22 have fixed tangent planes along d, 
the three planes being identical with the tangent planes of L6 

along d. The image due to the former contact is F' and the latter 
isi?4. 

Although every tangent plane of LQ, Su, and A22 is fixed at 
any point on d, they are all distinct from the tangent planes 
of Rt a t the point. The tangent planes of Ff at D are 

^4 = 0, ^ = 6/^3 + ^1^4 = 0. 

At D, one of the three tangent planes of L9, Su, A22 coincides 
With 7T. 

6. Determination of the Parasitic Lines. We have seen that 
every generator of R± is a parasitic line. In general none of these 
generators lies on any other surface of the transformation. We 
wish to find which of these lines do lie on other surfaces, and 
any other parasitic lines which may arise. 

Given a point 0 on r2, the generator go on F(O) intersects d 
in a point L. The surface F(0) has two pinch points M on d. If a 
point L and a point M coincide, then a generator go on F(0) 
passes through a pinch point of F(0). In this case go is not only 
parasitic but is a line of contact for Su, £9, KT, RA, A22. 

Given a point L there are two points M. Given a point M> 
there are two surfaces for which M is a pinch point, hence two 
points L. This (2, 2) symmetric correspondence on d has two 
coincidences, hence there are two such parasitic lines. Denote 
them by 2g. 

The surface F' has two generators passing through D, its as
sociated point. Each is a parasitic line. One lies in the plane 
3/4 = 0, hence lies on i£4, and factors out of the transformation. 
The other lies in the plane T and is a parasitic line for the trans
formation. This line g' is simple on SIB, K7, F', and A22. 
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Since 85 is rational and has d for quadrisecant, the surface of 
trisecants is a ruled surface of order eight, Rs- ô5

8d4. Since r2 

meets d once and ô5 three times there are three trisecants of ô5 

which meet r2. If 0\ is a point on r2 through which passes a 
trisecant of S6, then the trisecant lies on F(Oi) and is parasitic. 
Thus there are three such parasitic lines, 3g". They are simple 
on S13, £9, K7 and triple on A22. 

7. Table of Characteristics. The images of planes and of funda
mental elements can now be expressed by the following table: 

Si ~ Sn:r2
2d7+2t+2t+zt'D7ôb*2g g'3g", 

r2~ £9:M5+<+ '+3^5Ô532g3g'', 

d~ R±:r2d
zD*bag, 

D~ F'id^t+Wôtg', 

55 ~ A22:rédn^^t+st,Dnô,72g g'2>g"\ 

2£7:M
4+<+<£>4ô5

22gg'3g", 

/48 = L9RfF'*A22, 

where the / and t' in the multiplicity of d stands for the contact 
as given in §5. 

Thus the complete intersection of two surfaces of the web 
may be written 

[Su,Sii] = C13r2
4^9+4+4+3Ô5162(2g)^3g'/. 

8. The Transformation f or m General. We replace r2 by a ra
tional curve rm, which meets d and S6 in m — 1 and m + 1 points, 
respectively, with parametric representation 

(14) s, = * ( X , M ) , (*= 1 ,2 ,3 ,4) , 

where the Zi are homogeneous functions of degree m in X, fx. De
note the m — 1 points of intersection of rm with d by J9t-, and the 
associated surfaces by jF(i). The transformation has the form 

(15) hm+ilXi = yiFU>FW • • • F^-»LZm+* - KZm+1zi(FiF
,)1 

( * - 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ) , 

where X3W+1 = 0 is the surface of invariant points, Lzm+z = 0 is the 
image of rm, and i*^ = 0 is the image of £>*•. The image of d is 
i?4 = 0, as before. The image of a general point P on S5 is a curve 
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C2m:Pm- As P traces 55, the c2m generates a surface Ai2m-2, the 
total image of 5s. 

Each of the two tangent planes of each of the m — 1 surfaces 
F^l) a t each point of d is the tangent plane of one sheet of Lzm+z, 
one sheet of Kzm+i, two sheets of a general Sem+i, and four sheets 
of Ai2m-2. Also the remaining three sheets of L3w+3, S6m+i, and 
Ai2m-2 have fixed tangent planes along d. 

The parasitic lines are as follows: 2g, two generators of R* 
which are simple lines of contact for L, K, S, R, A; (tn-l)g', 
m — \ lines, one on each F^\ and simple on S, K, A; (tn + l)g", 
trisecants of ôs meeting rm, simple on 5, L, K and triple on A. 

The results can be expressed by the following table : 

S i ~ S^1lrld^+*t**wi'Di^W"2g(m - l)«'(w + l)g", 

d~ RA:rmd*Di*o£g, 

Dj~ FW-.âP-WDfhg}, 

«5 ~ A i i ^ i i f ^ d 8 ^ ^ ' ^ 4 ^ " ' / ? ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ ^ ^ - l)g'0» + l)g"* 

Kt^i:rJP"+%*uD?~h2g{m - l )g ' (^ + l )g", 

/24m = LZm+ZR?F™* ' ' ' F ( " - 1 ) 3 A 1 2 W - 2 , 

where the /»• and / ' represent the contact along d, and 
i = l, 2, • • • , m — 1. 

The complete intersection of two surfaces of the web is 

= C6m+ir24d(4m-1)2+(",-1)(4+4)+3«5(2m)22(2g)(m - l)g'(w + l ) g " . 
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